This paper presents the comparative analy sis of various quality metrics for medical image processing. M easurement of image quality is vital for numerous image-processing applications. Image quality measurement is closely related to image resemblance and assessment in which quality is based on the differences (or similarity) between a degraded image and that of the original image i.e. unmodified image chiefly in mammographic images. We have e mp loy ed s imple verifiable techniques for representing the image quality rather than difficult mathematical procedures, which are costly, time consuming and observer dependent. In this paper, the images have been subjected to various degrees of blur, noise, co mp ression , contrast levels . Bas ed on thes e factors the quality has been measured in terms of metrics like M ean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal-toNoise Ratio (PSNR), M aximum difference (M D) including new metric of image qualities such as Structural Similarity Index M etrics (SSIM )for low cost medical image analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Digital images have become very crucial entities in medical analysis and diagnostics for mammography and to investigate scanned image. Digital images are s ubject ed to a broad variety of distortions during acquisition, processing, storage, compression, transmiss ion and reproduction , any of which may effect in a degradation of visual quality [7] [1 [2] . Identifying the image quality measures that have highest sensitivity to these distortions would help in systematic design of coding, communication and imaging systems to improvise or to optimize the picture quality for a desired quality of service at a minimum cost. For image quality measurement, there are basically two approaches:-1) Subjective measurements. 2) Objective measurements. Subjective measurements are the result of human experts providing their view of the image quality and objective measurements are computed with the mathematical algorithms. In the applications in which images are ultimately to be viewed by human beings is the only exact method of quantifying visual image quality, through subjective evaluat ion. In reality, subjective evaluation is usually too inconvenient, time-consuming and expensive. The motto of research in objective image quality assessment is to extend quantitative measures that can automatically foresee perceived image quality [2] [16] .
An objective image quality metric can play a variety of roles in image processing applications. It can be used to dynamically supervise and adjust image quality. This approach could be used to optimize algorithms and parameter settings of image processing systems in a way to assist medical investigation. It can be used to benchmark image processing systems and algorithms [5] [8] .
Objective image quality metrics can be classified according to the availability of an original (distortion-free) image, with which the distorted image is to be compared. The majority approaches are known as full-reference, this mean that a complete reference image is assumed to be known. In numerous practical applications, the reference image is not accessible, and a no-reference or "blind" quality assessment mechanism is desirable. In a third type of method, the reference image is only partially accessible. It is in the form of a set of extracted features made available as side information to help evaluate the quality of the distorted image. This is denoted as a reduced-reference quality assessment [1] [17] . This new method focuses on fullreference image quality assessment.
The simplest and most extensively used full-reference quality metric is the mean squared error (MSE), computed by averaging the squared intensity differences of distorted and reference image pixels. Another pop ular quantity measure is Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). These are appealing because they are straightforward to calculate. Thes e measures have clear purpose and meaning and are mathematically suitable in the background of optimization. However, they are not extremely well matched to apparently visual quality. M SE and PSNR lack a critical feature and the ability to assess image similarity across distortion types. In the past three decades, a great deal of attempt one has to put to development of quality assessment methods that take the advantage of known characteristics of the human visual system (HVS) [3] [18]. The majority of the proposed perceptual quality assessment models have followed a strategy of modifying the M SE measure so that errors are minimized in agreement with their visibility. Among many of objective measures of picture quality, based on quantifiable distortion measures, t he Table I . illus t rat es t he quality met rics avai labl e and ar e frequent ly us ed.
POPULAR METHODS TO MEASURE THE QUALITY OF IMAGE
Where, x (i, j) represents the original (reference) image and x'(i, j) represents the distorted (modified) image. Two Human visual systems (HVS) based image quality metrics are the universal image quality index (Q) and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM ) [6] . Universal image quality metric: Let x = { xi│ i= 1,2,3,..., N} , y= { yi│ i= 1,2,3,..., N } be the original and the test images, respectively. The equation (1) to (8) in this section illustrate the calculation metrics for the Image quality.
(1) , , , , and are given as
The dynamic range of Q is [-1, 1], with the best value achieved when yi = xi, i = 1,2,…,n. The index is computed for every window, which leads to a quality map of the image. The total quality index is the average of all the Q values in the quality map is very near to zero. In order to avoid this problem, the measure has been generalized to the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM ):
C1 and C2 are constant. As in the case of Q, the general image quality M SSIM is acquire by computing the average of SSIM values over all windows:
THE COMPARATIVE PROPOSED APPROACH
The evaluation of image quality is the central aim for many image processing systems, such as those for enhancement, compression, transmission and also reproduction. A great deal of effort has gone into designing quality assessment methods that take advantage of known characteristics of the HVS. Natural image signals are highly structured [12] . The most basic principle to image quality assessment is that the HVS is highly adapted to extract structural information from the visual scene, and consequently a measurement of structural similarity (or distortion) provides a good approximation to perceptual image quality. Basing on how structural information and structural distortion are defined, there may be different means to develop image quality assessment algorithms [6] 
RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The functions illustrated in Figure 1 and values of various quality metrics is shown in Table 2 .
As can be seen from Table II , all quality metrics acknowledge the changes to the noise powers variation. MD appears to be the mostly sensitive metric whereas SC & PM SE being the slightest sensitive to the variation in noise power. From the Tables it is obvious that SSIM give results with greater accuracy. 
Figure 1. Different MRi Images with variance

Figure 2. Different x-ray blurred variance images
The images corresponding to different degrees of blur have been shown in Figure 2 and values of various quality metrics is shown in Table IV it is apparent that SSIM give results with greater consistency [5] [8] [11] . The Contrast of an image shows the distribution of pixel values of an image from minimum to maximum values. A low contrast image has this distribution confined in a small range whereas a high contrast image has pixel values distribution over the full range from minimum to maximum probable pixel value. We have chosen an ultrasound image for variation in its contrast. Contrast of the image has been varied with the help of function, which is inherent in M ATLAB. It changes the limiting range of pixel of output image as per specification in its arguments as shown in figure 3 . From the Table 4 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, comparative analysis of various quality metrics has been explored. Three different kinds of medical application images have been processed for different levels of compression, noise powers, blur and contrast. All image quality metrics described in this paper have been calculated for all four types of image processing operations. Output results have been evaluated for comparison of various quality metrics. These results show that only a section i.e. a subset of quality metrics is suited for a particular type of image processing operation except the SSIM metric which is capable of expressing image quality irrespective of the kind of operation. Other quality metrics are easy but not accurate for all kinds of image processing operations. SSIM has high performance, works precisely and provides a high-quality approximation of quality measurement but with a moderately bigger computational time. The above work can be applied to meticulously to analyze much impending breast cancer through mammographic diagnosis and detection cancer of type I and II with a lower cost for early detection. 
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